39” Overbed Table

HIGHLIGHTS

ERGONOMIC DESIGN FEATURES

• Cleanable seamless top surfaces

Patented column facilitates smooth height adjustment.

• Durable KYDEX® top surface

Activation lever is conveniently located for patient
and caregiver.

• Patented height adjustment
• Limited lifetime, 5-year gas spring warranty
• Solid and woodgrain options available
• Manufactured in the USA

Dual casters provide smooth motion and mobility.
Top has eased edge for patient comfort.
Tables are non-handed, can be used on either side of the bed.
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39” Overbed Table
SURFACE MATERIAL:
KYDEX® 3D LAMINATE
The medViron® 39” Overbed Table
utilizes KYDEX® 3D laminate, which
is 4x thicker than standard rigid
thermofilm, giving it superior impact
strength and durability. KYDEX® is
certified GREENGUARD® Gold.
KYDEX® withstands degradation from
a wide range of hospital cleaners
and disinfectants.

DURABILITY

INFECTION PREVENTION

EASE OF USE

MedViron’s patented aluminum column
offers superior strength, stability, and
smooth height adjustment.

A hospital’s Environmental Services
department is critical for infection
prevention. Surfaces that are easy to
clean are more likely to be cleaned.

Top surface can be raised/lowered with
one hand.

Height adjustment column has been
tested for 10,000 cycles with no effect
on performance.
X-base provides maximum stability.

Seamless thermoformed KYDEX®
withstands commonly used hospital
cleaners and disinfectants.

Activation lever conveniently located
for patient and caregiver use and used
only for lowering table height. Top spill
containment area retains 40 oz or
1.2 liters of liquid.

Top surface is supported underneath with
a plate which is free from obstructions
and is easily wiped down.

Having personal items conveniently
within reach assists patient’s connection/
control with their environment.

Optional pedestal shelves are removable
for easy cleaning and makes the interior
of the storage pedestal completely
accessible.

Ships fully assembled in recyclable
packaging.

Shown:
39” Overbed table in walnut w/
lower shelf pedestal, cupholders
and vanity mirror

SPECIFICATIONS
Width

39” (1 m)

Depth

19” (48.3 cm)

Surface Height

27.5” to 43.25” (70 cm to 1.1 m)

Base Height

2.1” (5.3 cm)

Weight

52 lbs. (23.5 kg), 57 lbs. (26 kg) with Two-Shelf Pedestal

Shelf Dimensions

4.5” W x 16.5” D x 1.5” H

Options

Cupholders, Vanity Mirror, Dual Spill Containment Top, Two-Shelf Pedestal

Warranty

Limited lifetime/5-year gas spring
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